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Ever since a 3b/cell (TLC) NAND Flash memory became the mainstream in non-
volatile memory market, a new demand for a 4b/cell (QLC) NAND flash memory
has been emerging for low-cost applications. However, QLC has inherently much
longer page program time than TLC because of 16-state programming within a
limited program and erase (PE) window, as well as narrower Vth distributions. The
longer page-program time, subsequently, degrades sequential write performance.
Thus it is not possible to meet the required sequential-write performance in
applications such as mobile devices and solid state drives (SSDs).

We present a 1Tb QLC 3D NAND Flash memory with 30MB/s program throughput,
featured as a 4-plane architecture, using a 16kB-page size, and a page-program
time of 2.15ms. Its density reaches 8.4Gb/mm2 with a 4-plane architecture. For
reducing page-program time, we use two kind of the Vth-distribution improvement
techniques: a high-gain bandgap reference (BGR) circuit, and an accurate sensing
scheme. As a result, a 2.15ms page-program time is achieved using a two-step
programming method: coarse 16-level in the 1st step, and a fine 16-level in the 2nd

step.

Figure 13.2.1 shows the concept of peripheral circuit under memory cell array
(PUC). A 16kB page buffer (PB), the largest area in peripheral logic circuitry, has
been arranged below the plane of cell array. In previous 2-plane structured 3D
QLC NAND memories [1,2], it is hard to add more planes alongside the memory
array within a given chip area because PB arrays are placed in the same X/Y
direction to the memory cells. However, in this work, PUC enables 16kB/plane
and 4-plane architecture in a small die area by putting PB arrays underneath the
memory cell in Z direction. These doubled planes make the device 2× faster in
sequential write throughput with the same program time. To enable more efficient
peripheral-under-cell structure, a slit metal contact is introduced to connect page
buffers with cell bit lines. In the middle of vertical 3D cell arrays, the eight open
spaces per plane are regularly patterned for the pathways of contacts. The
contacts pass through the opening way vertically in order to link above-cell metal
lines to below-cell metal lines. Also, the size reduction in peripheral circuitry is
performed to fit them underneath cell arrays as much as possible. Most of
peripheral circuits are settled under array, and only 10% of the entire chip is
organized, outside of cell array, for peripheral circuits, power metal lines, row
decoders, and pads. The height of peripheral circuits outside cell array reaches
about 2 times the height of the pad as shown in Fig. 13.2.6. This is distinguished
from other similar work [3]. In addition to small 16KB 4-plane PUC, for faster
write performance, the proposed following Vth distribution improvements are
applied, and then we leverage these techniques to reduce page program time.

In developing narrow Vth distributions of 4b/cell 3D NAND, it is important that
various bias voltage generators used in read and program operations have to
precisely generate their target levels within small variations responding to
temperatures. Figure 13.2.2 shows the schematic and simulation result of high-
gain BGR that we implement in this device. In the scheme, diode M1 creates a
strong complementary to absolute temperature (CTAT) current, ICTS,
corresponding to temperatures. The current generated by BJT pairs is a
proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT) current, IPTAT. The summation of ICTS

and IPTAT is a weak CTAT current, ICTW, and the reference voltage is generated by
flowing ICTW through R5 which is a diffusion resistor with the PTAT characteristic.
The main negative factors determining the temperature variation are not only
component mismatches but also nonlinearities of error-amplifier. The former is
minimized by common centroid matching in component layouts while the latter
is reduced by upgrading an error amplifier. The error amplifier uses NMOS input

pairs for low input offset to reduce a random dopant fluctuation. In order to reduce
an input offset, the error amplifier designs that DC gain is above 74dB with all
PVT variations. The Monte-Carlo simulation shows the variation is decreased by
46.9%, comparing to conventional one.

It is known that BL-coupling noise between neighboring BLs diminishes the
accuracy in a sensing operation, and thus it broadens Vth windows. Figure
13.2.3(d) displays the curve of I-trip, cell current to discriminate whether the cell
is turned on or off, responding to both adjacent BL patterns and the threshold
voltage of the cell. When adjacent BLs (aggressors) are grounded, I-trip of victim
BL holds its value without coupling noise in a sensing operation. However, I-trip
of victim BL fluctuates due to coupling noise when the adjacent BLs are
precharged. If the states of adjacent BLs are controlled to ground levels during a
sensing operation, the BL-to-BL capacitive coupling noise can be eliminated, and
the result of sensing becomes highly confident. The random data is generally
programmed by a user for a better reliability. An individual BL is programmed to
one threshold voltage out of 16 Vth levels, and it is likely that the cell Vth of desired
BL is different from neighboring BLs after programming. We invent the 4-step
sequence for suppressing BL-to-BL coupling noise in Fig. 13.2.4: (1) Sensing
upper Vth level; (2) Sensing lower Vth level; (3) Discharging off-cell BL in (1) and
on-cell BL in (2) to ground for shielding; and (4) sensing target Vth level. In
previous method [4], sensing lower Vth level and discharging on-cell BL were
employed while both off-cell and on-cell BL are discharged with higher and lower
Vth sensing respectively in this scheme. These both-sided ground BLs can refine
the BL-to-BL coupling noise effectively. Thanks to adjacent BLs which are kept at
ground, target level sensing is performed with removing BL-to-BL coupling noise.
This sequence consequently leads to increase page read time (tR) by reason of
additional sensing operations. A sensing evaluation time is controlled to minimize
the impact on increasing tR, instead of changing directly wordline (WL) bias
voltages at every sense. In comparison with conventional scheme, the almost
equivalent read time is achieved, and, as a result, this technique reduces the raw
bit error rate by 46% in measured data.

Figure 13.2.6 shows the microscope image of this QLC NAND and its key
parameters are summarized in Fig. 13.2.5.
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Figure 13.2.1: Comparison between (a) a two-plane non-PUC and (b) a four-
plane PUC 3D NAND.

Figure 13.2.2: (a) High-gain bandgap reference (error-amplifier) scheme.
Monte-Carlo simulation results for (b) the conventional and (c) the proposed
BGR.

Figure 13.2.3: Capacitive coupling noise to desired BL under different
scenarios. (a) Adjacent BL precharge & lower cell Vth, (b) Adjacent BL
precharge & higher cell Vth, (c) Adjacent BL to ground. (d) I-trip graph,
corresponding to adjacent BL patterns & cell Vth.

Figure 13.2.5: Table summarizing key test-chip parameters.
Figure 13.2.6: Die microphotograph: outside-of-cell-array circuits within 10
percent of the total chip.

Figure 13.2.4: (a) Proposed sequence for accurate sensing (b) A 46%
improvement in BER is observed.
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